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Mccowen and Scurlock’s life has been turned upside down. We have seen little Brennan sick and in pain
from the chemo and cancer. We have seen him cry from the daily injections. We cry because there is
nothing we can do to take it away. We have also seen the love and happiness when he feels good. We
have seen all the good people and foundations that have prayed for him and helped our family in this
fight for his life. It has opened our eyes to the horror that is childhood cancer!

The following pages will tell the story of Brennan’s treatment
treatment plan yet. Some extra

August 2011

15 rounds of radiation treatment
totaling 3 weeks
April 9 2011
Brennan officially diagnosed with Stage IV
High Risk neuroblastoma.
He began his first of 5 rounds of
chemotherapy.

May 26 2011 Brennan’s Birthday

Brennan spent his 1st birthday in surgery
to remove the tumor on his left kidney,
adrenal gland & the diseased lymph
nodes surrounding the abdominal aorta.

September 12 2011

In-patient @ Texas children’s until
about Oct. 20 for high dose chemo.
And stem cell replacement. This
will be the hardest on his little
body, and some of the family
because he can't have visitors due
to his immune system being wiped
out.

October 5 2011
June 2011

Stem cell harvesting
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Some not so good news.

prayers will sure help
October 10 2011

The plan is back into radiation next
week for the tumor on Brennan’s
skull. We don't know yet how many
treatments will be needed

October 14 2011

Brennan comes home today!
His new MIBG scan showed no
findings of new or progressive
metastatic disease! Which is VERY
good news. Now just a week more of
radiation and then Brennan’s last
phase of treatment. By this time next
year he will be in REMISSION!

A new MRI compared to August’s
shows the tumor on his cerebellum
which had shrunk from the first
series of chemo has since grown.
Not sure what it will mean for his
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Brennan has always been a happy baby. Always laughing and playing. He loves helicopters,
balloons,bubbles, Yo Gabba Gabba and playing in your hair. he loves his moms hair. As he got a little
older he really liked watching zombie movies. He liked to pretend to be a zombie and growl and play bite.
He loves his sister Katelyn a lot , she can always make him laugh.

January 3 2012

January 23 2012

Brennan Began his first round of
Acutane treatments.

November 3 2011

Last day of radiation!
December 19 2011

Brennan's scans are good! Except for a
new spot showing up to left side of his
spine. It lit up on MIBG scan, but doesn't
show on any other scans. He also has a
bony calcification growth on his spine,
which is most likely his cause of pain
every night for the past 3 weeks. He'll be
scanned again early before 3 months to
keep an eye on the spine and the
possible lesion that has shown up. If
bone marrow is clear he'll begin last
phase on Jan. Also hopefully we'll be
making plans to remove his port.
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Here is a link about Accutane its
mainly for treatment of severe acne
but is also used to treat some cancers.
It has some nasty side effects, but
then so do all the drugs used for
cancer.

Brennan was also to start Antibody
therapy in this phase but slightly low
kidney functions disqualifies him for
that treatment here. Cindy is
contacting Sloan-Kettering Cancer
center in NYC to see if he would
qualify for their clinical trials in their
antibody therapy Cindy really feels he

A CT scan today found a a fairly large mass in
his abdomen, around his bowel causing what
looks to be an obstruction in his small bowel,
near stomach. Which is causing his bile to back
up, and go now where but up and out of his
January 24 2012

We are very sad to say the least. Brennan will be
in surgery today to biopsy the new tumor in his
abdomen which is blocking the bowels and
causing his constant vomiting, and also repair the
connection from stomach to bowels so he can
eat. pathology of the Neuroblastoma has
changed, meaning a slightly different form all
together. This form is very aggressive, and should
this tumor be that. There’s not much, if anything
they can do for him.They will not be removing the
tumor. Pray for little Brennan.

January 22 2012

Brennan was admitted to TCH today.
He hasn’t been eating and has been
vomiting all day. Unknown at this time

I sit here at this computer lost as what to do or
say. This was completely unexpected, he was
doing so well in his treatment. Just Saturday he
was happy as always making his usual zombie
growls.As Cindy’s father I don't know what to do
to take my little girls pain away and there seems
Continue Reading
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Check our Brennan’s Buddies page. There are many
children that need help and prayers. Some are still
fighting, some are Angels in Heaven. The one thing they
all need is for people like you to share their story and
raise awareness so changes can be made.

January 25 2012

How fast things change. Just a couple
of weeks ago we thought the worst
was behind us. Little did we know what
lay ahead.
January 24 2012

Brennan’s surgery was 2.5 hrs. It
went well. They were able to
remove the obstruction in his
bowels. Hope to start some more
chemo in next couple of days
January 25 2012

Brennan is pale, elevated heart rate
staying at 160, and NO urine since
1:30 pm today even after they've
increased fluid intake greatly. And
turns out he has a fever now.
Brennan’s right side is swollen and
he's still in a lot of pain even with
increasing morphine pain pump
twice.
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January 27 2012

Brennan will also begin chemotherapy
tomorrow evening. From my
understanding the 2 drugs he will be
given are 2 which he has not had. And
typically can be done as an out patient
but given Brennan's current status he will
remain inpatient.. No clue as to when we
will return home. Our hopes are to make
this tumor respond to treatment.

The Pathology Dept. @ TCH is working
the weekend to try and identify
Brennan’s cancer. Without a type they
can not treat.

Palliative care are words I wish I never
knew.
Brennan is classified as Relapsed.
Things change so fast, not even a month
ago we thought Brennan was doing so
much better in his treatment.

January 28 2012

Well its sure Brennnan DOESN'T have
neuroblastoma anymore. Apparently no
one knows what Brennan has, but that
its a high grade malignant sarcoma..
they have no clue what cell this came
from, in turn have no plan in place to
effectively treat him right now. So we sit
and wait for a plan. They did say,
Brennan went from NB to a different
aggressive cancer. =(

January 26 2012

No chemo today. The Dr’s need to
identify the new cancer first in
order to find the right drugs to
treat.
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Today 46 children will be
diagnosed with some form of
cancer, Today 7 children will DIE
from cancer!

The two Chemo drugs Brennan will
start sometime in the middle of the
night are Ifosfamide and Doxirubicin..
At high doses.. much higher than his
previous induction cycle for
Neuroblastoma. His Ifosfamide
previously was given at 300mg.. It is
now 1,470mg.. his Dox was 4mg, and
is now 18mg.. both of these are very
harsh, especially at high doses.
Brennan will have a heart ultrasound
before each cycle is to be given
because Dox is very damaging to the
heart. Ifosfamide can at high doses
cause acute neurological problems
like seizures, extreme sedation and
some others..

January 30 2012

Dr’s are leaning towards an "undifferentiated
Sarcoma" basically meaning they don't know
where it came from but its not the obvious
sarcoma cancers. A Dr. at St. Judes who is
speaking with Brennan’s Dr. claims to never
have seen a child with NB switch to this
cancer.. so Brennan is a rare case.. Cindy
has contacted the Sarcoma dept at SloanKettering.. She just doesn't believe Brennan
is the only child to deal with this.

February 4 2012

Since his blood pressure dropped it
can either be chemo effect, which is
very soon or just that they have
diluted his blood with all the
hydration he's been getting last
several days. He's going to get blood
and as long as he doesn't worsen he
will be ok.. they say his bowel isn't
obstructed all the way so an NG tube
right now won't really help him
much. So its a wait and see, hope he
gets better type of thing. Until then
he's on stronger doses of morphine
and we're going to start our last day
of chemo in a couple of hrs.

February 2 2012
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February 1 2012

After 9 painful days of waiting Brennan now
has a diagnosis. This tumor is now
diagnosed as Highly Aggressive secondary
tumor of Undifferentiated Sarcoma. .
Continue Reading
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There are so many ways to help, Donate to one of the great
foundations you see throughout our site. Raise money to shave
your head in a St.Baldrick’s event near you. If it’s something
you’ve considered Register for bone marrow donation, there are
many children and adults that would benefit from your gift.

February 4 2012

Brennan has been moved to ICU because
of high heart rate, difficulty breathing and
needing more observation than regular
floor nurses can handle.. of course he's
throwing up again. Not sure what will
transpire being here now. He's also on
oxygen now.
Chemo stopped for now. Keep praying
for our little one
February 5 2012

Not sure today is going to bring us good
news.. Brennan’s vomiting has increased
quite a bit, and now surgery team is going to
come back and look at him.. I have a huge
fear Brennan’s partial bowel obstruction is
worse. =( the night hasn't been good to
Brennan. Several x-rays, and an arm IV as
well early this morning, on top of getting sick.
=(
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Brennan on his way to ct scan.
Checking blockage again. Also there
is a concern about the fluid in his
lungs and threat of pneumonia when
his counts drop from chemo.
February 5 2012

Trying to get Brennan on clear liquids and
going to try and start formula. NG tube
going back in. We hope he can come home
for a bit before his next round of chemo
Next Thursday.
CT scan shows 3 small liver spots, most
likely tumor too.. it wasn’t there before
surgery, so its unsure if it just popped up in
the 9 days waiting for diagnosis/chemo or if
he's progressing thru chemo. I guess that'll
be one more thing to pray for.. we can't
have him not respond to this chemo!

February 6 2012

Not much new today. He still has fever,
heart rate still high. I did get to see him
today. He was asleep when Me and his
aunt Shanna got there, but he woke up
and got a bit fussy. I sat next to him was
holding his little hand and he looked at
me and made the loudest zombie
growl..If you don't know him we love to
watch Walking Dead and other zombie
movies. He always thought he was a
zombie. He would come after you like he
was going to eat you and growl. It made
me so very happy to see him do that.
Even when he must feel like crap he still
tries to make you laugh. I love him and
miss him being home.

So that makes abdominal tumor from left
kidney, lung spot and 3 liver spots. =( and
there's an abdominal abscess which is
small but may need to be handled if it
grows more
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Treatment for childhood cancer can last years. Being a child, in
most cases one parent must leave work to care for their child. It
is 24 hour non-stop care. It leaves many families devastated
financially and emotionally. The help of other family, friends,
community and other foundations is essential. THANK YOU to
everyone helping these families.
February 11 2012

February 7 2012

Brennan's Attending Oncologist says
Brennan remains critically ill, but is
showing small progress. He says
Brennan remains this way because
things can always change. Brennan
finally passed out after being up since
3:30 am this morning. =)

Brennan has been out of ICU for a day
now! He’s doing well, managed to
somehow have his NG tube "slip/pulled"
out. so now he is multiple-tubes free! =)
Still not allowed to eat, hopefully soon
that changes. And I (grandpa) got to
spend the night in his room watching
him. Had the best time EVER!

February 23 2012

Brennan is back to Texas Children’s. He
should be admitted today for his next
round of Chemo. Hope to have him
back home Sunday or Monday!!

February 27 2012

Brennan is home again after 2 days of
chemo.
February 17 2012

February 8 2012

Brennan is home! We had some
setbacks once we came home, ended up
back at ER for a central line
repair(again) but all is well.

So happy he’s here. Should be getting
scanned soon. Home for a few weeks
before the next round of chemo. Keep

Well not much new today, he’s had a rash
and they are ever so slowly lowering his
Back to clinic on Tuesday and next
blood pressure medication. He cant leave
ICU until they can get him off it. Next round round of chemo on Thursday. He’s so
happy to be home. And we are so
of chemo coming this month sometime.
Everyday we pray. And we pray for the
others, RJ, Emily, Rachel, Allison, Emma,
February 19 2012
Liam, these are just a few I have at the top
of my head, there are so so many more.
Tonight I get to watch “The Walking
Dead” with the best zombie impersonator
ever!
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Only about 3% of NCI’s budget is allocated to ALL childhood cancers.
That's only about $197,000,000 it sounds like a lot but it’s not really.
Children still get adult chemotherapy drugs just scaled down. They should
have their own, a child's body is not just a small adult. I believe better
drugs and treatment protocols need to be made available TOO MANY

March 6 2012

March 2 2012

Brennan is back to TCH ER this
morning. Throwing up a lot and not
himself. Lets hope and pray it’s
nothing.

March 2 2012

Brennan was admitted from ER to
PICU today for high heart rate and
persistent fevers, from chest X-ray it
looks as though he either has partial
collapsed left lung or pneumonia..
leaning towards pneumonia. he's been
pretty sick today, and hemoglobin at
admission was 6.7 and platelets
around 17..both very very low. he had
blood and platelet transfusion already.
just waiting to see if next X-ray will
show improvement if so then its
collapsed lung, if not then pneumonia.

Brennan’s second opinion from St.
Jude's came back (head of their solid
tumor board was head of tumor board
here at TCH previously) and they are NOT
comfortable calling Brennan’s new
tumors Undifferentiated Sarcoma, nor
Neuroblastoma anymore. Although when
they requested Brennan’s original tumor
slides of NB there were tumor markers
one being ALK and another one (I cant
remember) that showed on the NB tumor,
which continue to show now.. they said
its very rare to be neuroblastoma and
lose the Mnyc amplified gene (which
made his NB considered High risk) So
literally they are calling it a tumor of
Undifferentiated "something". Because
they really aren't sure how/why this
happened. These tumors do NOT pick up
on the Neuroblastoma scan MIBG. So
where this leaves us is in another
"unknown" about Brennan’s cancer, but
potentially leaves us with a Phase 1
clinical trial should be be accepted,

even though he's not technically NB
anymore.. Results for that acceptance are
pending a "special" lab testing which takes
4-6 weeks.. meanwhile we continue, scans
begin tomorrow and finish next week right
before chemo again.. potentially Brennan
could be looking at surgery before, or after
the chemo.. it all depends on how this tumor
has responded and if the surgery team feel
it can be removed now.

SUPPORTING SUPERKIDS FIGHTING
CANCER WITH MAX LOVE!
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Something I’ve noticed in this fight with my grandson, Brennan. These kids are the
toughest, bravest I have ever met. I’ve seen the warnings on the drugs that are
pumped into their veins. Seen first hand the side effects. They take it all in stride.
Hardly ever complaining. I wish I could have half the strength they do. They are my
HEROES!

March 14 2012

March 9 2012

Brennan is home! He’s doing well
Always so happy to be home.
Brennan has scans next week then
Thursday or Friday back to TCH for
next round of chemo.

Be sure to check our Brennan’s
Buddies page.

March 13 2012

Brennan is back at Texas Children’s
ER. Has a fever of 102. Chemo is
supposed to start tomorrow. Let’s
pray there is no delay and nothing to
the fever.
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Brennan did come home @ about 1am
back to TCH today for chemo, but
Chemo wont start today, and he’s going
to have x-ray/possible ultrasound to find
out why he’s throwing up so much more
now. And depending what those show
he may be seen by gastroenterologist.
It’s a never ending problem. So much
changing, good news, stable news, bad
news. It’s been a roller coaster ride we
want off of!

March 15 2012

The lesion that picked up on last MIBG
scan (looks for neuroblastoma) and
they weren't sure then if it was true
tumor, still shows now and apparently
its active neuroblastoma. The other
tumors on lung, left kidney and liver
are the new cancer. So they say he
most likely has 2 cancers right now.
Neuroblastoma and this "not sure
what it is" cancer.

The chemo he is on will treat neuroblastoma,
but we don't know why after 2 high dose
rounds its showing still. Which is scary. His
kidney tumor shrank slightly, but not as
much as we had hoped. Liver tumor appears
stable in size if not slightly smaller.

March 15 2012

Today waiting on Brennan to get his blood
transfusion started. Being here since
Thursday his Hemoglobin (caries oxygen
through red blood cells) has been steadily
dropping from almost 10 to now today 7.6.
Not sure why over 3 weeks from last chemo
he's dropping now. But I'm sure no one is
concerned with it. Still waiting to hear from
the Doctors/surgery team as far as their plan
for Brennan, since we are no better with the
bile vomiting. Which clearly means there's
something going on with this
tumor/stomach. He's also been switched to a
continuous morphine pain pump for his pain.
I'm hoping today brings us the answers we
are looking for and some resolve for
Brennan discomfort and vomiting.
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BRENNAN WAS DIAGNOSED ON APRIL 8TH 2011 WITH HIGH RISK STAGE IV

NEUROBLASTOMA. JAN. 22, 2012 BRENNAN RELAPSED WITH A NEW
DIFFERENT CANCER. APRIL 9TH 2012 BRENNAN IS DONE WITH

March 20 2012

Brennan is in for upper GI and small
bowel test today.
March 19 2012

Well it just never ends…Brennan’s
oncologist failed to mention to Cindy
last Friday when she gave her the
results of the MRI’s and other scans
that Breanan also has a .5 cm lesion
about in the center of his brain. She
had to find out this terrible news by
asking for the reports and reading it
herself! The whole family needs some
prayers especially now. So
Neuroblastoma has returned along
with the abdomen tumor. lung and
liver tumor are stable, now a brain
lesion. We just want our baby well. I
get my updates from Cindy most times
before she updates Brennan’s
Caringbridges site but she goes into
much more detail, so check there
also.

March 21 2012

Brennan is having his Med's switched
to treat Pneumonia caused by
aspiration from throwing up. Which is
most likely his cause of fevers, and
steadily rising WBC. They're also
going to begin chemo (hopefully
sometime tonight) Hopefully Brennan
can complete his 10 days of treatment
before counts drop, otherwise there's
a big risk of his pneumonia being able
to do whatever it wants. Tumor boards
met today about Brennan’s recent
scans. No one seems to be convinced
this brain lesion is NEW spread from
his secondary cancer.. apparently
from his DR's words.. Neuroblastoma
& Sarcoma don't "commonly" do this
where the spot is, its too small to
biopsy.

So all we can do is proceed forward and hope its
no longer there, or not bigger when he is rescanned. Good thing is Brennan can still receive
radiation to his hipbone for the NB tumor and
possibly (if needed) his liver lesion and lung
lesion after surgical removal of abdominal tumor.
It’s also suspected Brennan has Gastric paresis..
basically paralysis of his stomach, which doesn't
allow or move enough to empty enough. So after
they get a handle on the pneumonia they will
begin meds to stimulate his stomach to move
more, and hopefully this will stop his throwing
up.

March 26 2012

Brennan is home and doing well.

He’s always happy at home. He has been

Continue Reading
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April 8 2012

March 30 2012

At clinic all day. Had to have blood and
platelets. Counts are low but all is good
when Brennan is home. I think another 2
weeks at home then round 4 of chemo.
Keep our little guy in your prayers, and all
the other little fighters. And don't forget
prayers for the little angels and their
families. RJ, Rachel we think about you
everyday.

His mouth sores since being here got
worse. He ended up waking up Friday
with at least 5 visible white sores near the
tip of his tongue. He's on 3 different
med's to help get rid of or treat his pain
for his mouth. He had to be switched
from Morphine to Dilaudid to control his
intense itching from the IV morphine. He
seems constantly agitated. Although he's
more awake now being switched from the
morphine, he is in no mood to cuddle
with his momma or look at any toys/gifts
he's received. We're supposed to be
admitted again Thursday for chemo.. I'm
hoping and praying this last cycle isn't
delayed a week like our previous one
was. With his cancer being so
aggressive, you fear just waiting 7 days
from the normal 21 is just giving his
tumors more time untreated, which can
give them opportunity to grow.

April 5 2012

Well all had been quiet at home, until last
night Brennan has been cranky and not a
happy boy. Not sleeping, crying and
throwing up a lot. Today was clinic day and
they decided to keep them(don't know for
how long yet) he’s dehydrated and possibly
an ulcer. He also has some mouth sores
from the chemo.
Easter Sunday will mark 1 year since his
official diagnoses, and it seems his battle is
far from over. so please send him some

April 9 2012

This afternoon Brennan gets re scanned
with Ct/MRI then sometime soon MIBG to
check the interpolations. His pain is very
bad. We need some answers the scans
may provide.

Brennan’s scans were rushed because of
the fears the Dr’s had.

the 5mm lesion we found 2.5 weeks ago has grown
and there is a second lesion on his brain. They
have grown and has caused Brennan’s brain to
bleed and cause pressure. Every one of his
sarcoma tumors have grown. The kidney one, his
liver and lung tumors. Brennan CANNOT continue
chemo anymore because its too risky with his
hemorrhage. This was not supposed to happen to
my son. My heart is shattered. we have chosen to
not place a drain because Brennan would be unable
to move and his comfort would be compromised.
ICU is not a place we want Brennan right now. He is
comfortable and shows no signs of discomfort.
Please pray for my love.

April 9 2012

Hospice is coming today to talk about plans
when Brennan is home. Please pay that Cindy
and Blake feel Gods hand over their hearts.
Brennan should be home by the weekend. I’m
not sure if Cindy & Blake will want many
visitors at first. It’s a very sad time right now
for everyone.
April 16 2012

Brennan, Blake, Cindy and Kate should be
home sometime today(Monday). I’m both happy
and very very sad at the same time. I cant wait
to see Brennan but I don't want him to ever
leave.

Brennan’s scans showed what we
feared. Brennan’s sarcoma has
d thh
h
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April 21 2012

Had some family and close friends come
visit the past few days. Brennan sleeps
all day but will respond when asked
questions with yes/no head shakes.

I truly hate cancer and what it does to
the children

April 17 2012

Brennan knows he's home. he keeps
making noises and comfortable sighs,
has even opened his eyes and been
responding to us.. we haven't had him
acknowledge us in 24 hrs!
April 19 2012

Not much new. Brennan is still in pain,
med's have been increased a couple
of times now. We are just trying to
keep him comfortable and enjoy the
time with him.

April 22 2012

Brennan is still a little fighter. He’s
very weak but still with us. He drinks a
little water now and then. Sleeps all
day. Continue to pray for our baby
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April 25, 2012

Brennan Became the sweetest angel
this morning @ 5:15, with mom and dad,
sister, aunt,uncle and grandfather by his
side. Our life will never be the same. We
love you so much little Brennan

The song playing “I have a
photo of you”was written and
performed by Katelyn,
Brennan’s big sister.

Saturday April 28 2012

By: Matthew McCowen
(Brennan’s 12 yr.old uncle)

I never expected this day to come.
The day we have to say our final
good bye to Brennan. It wasn't
supposed to be this way. Today will
be a hard day for me, I can only
imagine how Blake and Cindy feel.
We will all miss you Brennan. But
we will never forget.

As the soul departed young Brennan's dying
heart the sky opened for him and down
came the Angel’s singing in harmony. As
they flew down to take him away to heaven.
Just after he past I was informed he had
gone away but yet I still felt as if he was
sitting next to me biting my arm like the
zombie he would pretend to be. And as I
looked over he smiled and laughed as he
flew away and left us down alone and sad
wondering how he's doing with God, past
family members, and the Angel’s calling to
him from above. I loved him so much. We all
did.

Brennan’s service will be private for
family and a few friends.
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